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Aims/main points

Transformative actions in the food system are crucial (to achieve SDGs etc) but actions need to be carefully
considered given the possibility of trade-offs between adaptation and mitigation and other (SD)goals. Focus on
actions on climate change (SDG 13).

This paper re- views the field of agricultural trade-off analysis, which has emerged to better understand
interactions between agronomic, environmental and socio- economic outcomes from agricultural systems–
from field to farm, region to continent.
The multidimensional nature of intensification needs to be linked to the various notions of sustainability,
acknowledging a hierarchy of considerations underlying decision-making on trade-offs, thus allowing political
and moral arguments to play a proper role in the strategy towards sustainable intensification

This paper re- views the field of agricultural trade-off analysis, which has emerged to better understand
interactions between agronomic, environmental and socio- economic outcomes from agricultural systems–
from field to farm, region to continent.

The narrative highlights the needed consistency between global actions for sustainable development and
numerous local-level innovations. It emphasizes the challenge ofdesigning differentiated paths for food systems
transformation responding to local and national expectations. Scientific and operational challenges are
associated with the alignment and arbitration oflocal action within the context of global priorities
The practices, decisions, and workflow that influence the consideration of scale in socioenvironmental systems
modeling are explored. They draw out several lessons under the following themes: (1) the fostering of
collaborative learning and reflection, (2) documenting and justifying the rationale for modeling scale choices,
some of which can be equally plausible (a perfect model is not possible), (3) acknowledging that causality is
defined subjectively, (4) embracing change and reflection throughout the iterative modeling cycle, and (5)
regularly testing the model integration to draw out issues that would otherwise be unnoticeable.

This paper describes socio-technical practices and challenges that arise in the consideration of scale throughout
the socio- environmental modeling process. The authors identify key paths forward, focused on explicit
consideration of scale and uncertainty, strengthening interdisciplinary communication, and improvement of the
documentation process.
Conceptualizes rural landscapes as social–ecological systems embedded within intersecting multi-scalar
processes. Aims to set empirical research in the context of system properties that may influence food security,
biodiversity conservation, or both.
Mismatches between the scales of ecological processes and the institutions that are responsible for managing
them can contribute to a decrease in social-ecological resilience, including the mismanagement of natural
resources and a decrease in human well-being. Solutions to scale mismatches usually require institutional
changes at more than one hierarchical level.

The tradeoffs that may occur between provisioning services and other ecosystem services and disservices
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Module 5: Using Assessment Results
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Recommended websites
The International Science Council examined the interactions between the various Sustainable Development
https://council.science/publications/a-guide-to-sdg-interactions-from-science- Goals (SDGs) and targets, determining to what extent they reinforce or conflict with each other. It provides a
blueprint to help countries implement and achieve the goals.
International Science Council to-implementation/
The aim of this report is to develop a systematic characterization of possible synergies and trade-offs in Climate
Food and Agricultural
FAO. 2021. Synergies and trade-offs in climate-smart agriculture – An
Smart Agriculture (CSA), as well as provide a tool to guide CSA practitioners through the assessment of synergies
Organization
approach to systematic assessment. Rome. https://doi.org/10.4060/cb5243en and trade-offs during the design and planning of CSA strategies or interventions.
The Decision Analysis and Forecasting for Agricultural Development webpage offers an online learning
Course content on Decision http://htmlpreview.github.io/?https://github.com/CWWhitney/Decision_Anal environment that provides a set of approaches that are aimed at capturing what is known and applying this
Analysis
ysis_Course/blob/main/Index.html
knowledge to generate forecasts of decision outcomes.

